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Years ago, I pulled up to a house outside of a town where I was serving as minister. I exited my car,
went into my trunk, and pulled out three items: a white stole, a vial of anointing oil, and holy water. With
solemn, prayerful steps, I walked up to the front door, took a deep breath, and said a word of blessing
before ringing the doorbell. My prayer was simple: “God bless me and help me to bring peace to this
family and this space.”

I was not there to pray over a sick family member, to anoint someone who was dying, or to consecrate
the home. I was asked for help with exorcizing the home of a church family that was frightened after a
series of long nights, questionable noises, and other events that brought fear into their hearts. In their
need they asked the clergyperson from their church to come and pray. They wanted to have peace in
the place where they slept, rested, and sought sanctuary from a difficult world. With a sincere heart, we
went from space to space, praying for freedom from darkness and for light to fill that home.

I was reminded of my experience while reading about our scripture passage from Matthew for today. In
the reading from Matthew, Jesus is brought a man who is struggling with blindness, muteness, and is
described as hosting demons within him. The passage is one that can cause a bit of trouble for modern
readers. Many of us are aware that a good number of ailments and illnesses that were once labeled as
demonic signs of possession have been demystified by the scientific method. The author Arthur C.
Clarke once wrote that “Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.”

To the people in Jesus’ day, the ailments that we now know are not demonic in origin were as far from
being understood as the technology we use to treat such ailments. Although there is certainly room for
mystery and things we do not understand or fully grasp today, the world of Jesus’ day was a frightening
place full of ailments and illnesses beyond the understanding of ordinary people. It was a frightening
time in a different world than ours.

In our passage, Jesus brings healing to the man who goes from being described as going from blind,
mute, and possessed to being able to see, speak, and apparently free from demonic control. We are
told that this act of healing was witnessed by many people and that they all were amazed at what was
done. During a quick reading we might assume it is simply the fact that the person is healed, but there
might be a deeper message in this story.

Many scholars note that there is something strange that happens as Jesus brings wellness to this life.
In his commentary on Matthew, Douglas Hare points out that Jesus acts far differently than other
exorcists at the time. Referencing the description of an exorcism by the Jewish historian Josephus
which was found in the Dead Sea scrolls, the point is made that Jesus acts in a powerfully different way
than contemporary exorcists. Josephus described an exorcism using a ring and a plant root, as well as
a bowl of water which was overturned as the demon left.1
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Josephus was not describing the only occasion where the exorcists of Jesus’ day used common
objects to cast out forces beyond the understanding of most. The sixth chapter of the Apocryphal book
Tobit describes an exorcism of the demon Azmodeus through the smoke from burning a fish’s liver,
heart, and gall. The story is a wild story and I am somewhat glad that it is not regularly read in
churches.

In many ways, these figures from history did something similar to what I did a few years ago. They used
fish parts, plants, or rings similarly to the way that I went to a home with holy water, anointing oil, and a
stole. Each of the three people performing exorcisms (including me) acted differently. Tobit put his trust
in an angel named Raphael, the Jewish exorcists described by Josephus trusted in their tradition, and I
trusted in the presence and power of the Holy Spirit. Each of the three put their trust in something or
someone outside of themselves.

Jesus doesn’t do that in our reading. Jesus casts them out and not one word is shared of what Jesus
does in this passage. Scholars connect this story with a parallel passage found in the third chapter of
Mark. That version of the story says that Jesus simply speaks to the wounded man and healing
comes.2

For many, the challenge is not that Jesus is casting out demons, but how Jesus is casting out demons.
Jesus is accused of working on behalf of the devil by Pharisees who in Matthew’s gospel were not even
present at the moment of healing. Everyone is amazed at what Christ has done except for those who
are not there, who claim the involvement of evil forces, and who see nothing but evil in Christ’s act of
healing. For that matter, a common criticism of the scriptures today is that they describe something less
than miraculous, something overblown, or something fabricated by overenthusiastic believers.

To be fair to the Pharisees, what Jesus does is quite strange. As a Christian minister, when I am asked
to pray for the sick, to bless a home, or even to engage in an act of exorcism, I ask for the power of the
Holy Spirit to intervene, request that Jesus’ love envelope people, or even call on God the Creator to do
something new once again. I don’t rely on myself or my own power in those moments any more than I
do when I am writing a sermon or praying during church. I’m just a man called to ministry: it is God who
is truly at work.

We do not see this in what Jesus is doing in the Mark passage or throughout a great deal of the gospel
accounts. Jesus heals people by telling them to stretch out their hand. Jesus forgives sins by telling
them that their sins are forgiven. Jesus speaks and things change, even if Jesus sometimes uses
things like spit, mud, and water to bring about the change required. Jesus speaks and the world
changes and that is far different than performing a ritual burning of a fish, using a root and ring in a
ceremony, or even anointing a person with holy water. When Jesus acts, something amazing is
happening.

Jesus speaks and healing comes. If John is correct, this living Word speaks and the world itself
changes around Him.

Perhaps you are wondering what any of this has to do with Christmas. What does miraculous healing
later in Jesus’ life have to do with a child born in Bethlehem? What does the coming of an infant to
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Mary and Joseph have to do with the freeing of a man from a force seen as demonic by the gospel
writers?

Those lungs that breathe in and out, those vocal cords that will say words of healing, and the hands
that will heal came into the world at Christmas. Jesus does not arrive fully grown in a cloud of thunder.
Jesus comes to earth as a child who will grow, walk, speak, and likely trip a few times while learning to
walk along the way. Jesus comes into the world at Christmas and everything that comes after depends
on the Christmas story.

To use the language of our passage from John, long before the Word made flesh speaks a word of
healing to the sick, the Word was spoken into creation in a new way through Mary. Although Jesus
entered into creation itself, Jesus was brought into a world that will not recognize him. Although Jesus
is the visible image of the invisible God, Jesus went unnoticed until the facade begins to grow thin.

I like to think the reason that the Pharisees believed Christ healed people by the power of the devil was
that they were unable to recognize the truth spoken in John’s gospel. There is indeed a power far
beyond humanity at work, but it is not the devil’s power. Jesus does these things because Jesus is the
Light in the darkness that cannot be overcome. The world may not recognize Him or how He does the
things that He does, but Jesus has come to the world.

When Jesus comes to earth, it is the fulfillment of the name Emmanuel. Jesus is “God with us,” and by
choosing to become a human like us, everything begins to change. The world is altered, the universe
becomes brighter, and everything takes a new course. Although Jesus may not have been recognized,
the Word made flesh began to be seen long ago in moments like the ones we have just shared.

Still, there’s one more lesson here that we should touch upon. The Christ Child was born in Bethlehem
a long time ago. Somewhere, perhaps even then, there was a man who would one day be labeled as a
demoniac. If he was walking around, his troubles hopefully had not already begun. I hope he was not
walking around suffering in those days, because there was a good thirty years or so ahead of him
before Jesus was ready to begin to teach, preach, and heal. If he was alive back during Jesus’ first
days as an infant, I hope that all was well with him for a few decades to come.

If not, then we perhaps all should take note of the fact that some things take time. Jesus lived decades
before He began to heal people and we know that there are people who had been seeking healing for a
long time before they found Christ. As much as it must have been a relief to find healing, I am almost
certainly glad nobody told someone they would have to wait a little over thirty years until they would find
healing. I think that would have made the healing even more difficult to wait for over the years.

Friends, things may not be perfect today. It is a new year and hopes are high, but there may be
lingering problems from years past. I know it is not easy to hear, but sometimes we have to have
patience and wait. Trust me when I say that I do not want to hear those words any more than some of
you, but sometimes we need to pray with patience and live with the hope that sometimes it doesn’t take
decades.

In a moment, we are going to transition into communion, but first, let’s pray.


